Alchemy 101: Transforming Quality into Dollars into Quality

John A. Zupancic, MD, ScD
Associate Professor of Pediatrics
Harvard Medical School
Associate Chief of Neonatology
Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center

le 11 novembre 2020 12 – 13h | November 11, 2020, 12:00 – 1:00 pm

Grand Rounds will take place via Zoom
Zoom link: https://mcgill.zoom.us/j/93580867208

Educational Objectives:
1. Define a framework within which Efficiency and Quality can be simultaneously pursued in pediatric medicine, using the NICU as an example
2. Review three approaches to targeting and improving Value, including the Choosing Wisely initiative and a formal Health Services research approach
3. Discuss enhancing value through implementation of programs at the local or regional level.

Please note that for the time being, since Grand Rounds is taking place via Zoom, there will be no videoconferencing or livestreaming via Twitter.
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